
Things We Do By Speaking

VL “The Metaphysics of the Mind”, HS , Philipp Blum, December ,

Compare:

• I promise you a donkey.
• I will give you a donkey.
• That is a promise: I will give you a donkey.

From “is” to “ought” (Searle : / : ):

. Jones uttered the words ”I hereby promise to pay you, Smith, five dollars.”

. Jones promised to pay Smith five dollars.

. Jones placed himself under (undertook) an obligation to pay Smith five dollars.

. Jones is under an obligation to pay Smith five dollars.

. Jones ought to pay Smith five dollars.

The bridge principle would be something like “one must keep one’s promises”.

Färbungen interact in curious ways with logical inferences:

. valid:
A You will be happy if this damn Kaplan comes.
A This damn Kaplan comes.
A You will be happy.

. invalid:
B The damn Kaplan comes if he wakes up on time.
B He wakes up on time.
B The damn Kaplan comes.

The expressive content of ethnic slur terms is not presupposed (as Williamson would have it). It is not clear
what a pragmatic presupposition should be. What is expressed in “If Smith really killed Jones, then that
damned Jones should be hanged” is a conditional attitude: I despise him only if he did it; the derogatory
attitude is itself conditionalised.

The basic puzzle: a sentence such like “the weather is fine” may be used not only to talk about the weather,
but also to talk about us – it may successfully be deployed to characterise Sam as believing, desiring, wishing,
Maria as hoping, expecting or remembering and Fred as saying, stating, judging, supposing or asking.
This use of sentences about the weather in the classification and characterisation of mental states raises a
problem: what is the relation between these states and the state of the weather called upon to characterise
them? In virtue of what are these characterisations true?

Many people have thought that a useful first step towards answering these questions is to focus on just one
type of mental state, belief, and one type of characterisation, the stating of truth-conditions. This approach
has a number of drawbacks:



• Starting with belief is insufficiently general: beliefs are just one kind of mental states, and the concep-
tual apparatus that is useful to analyse them may be too parochial to be of any help in the analysis
of other mental states.

• Taking beliefs as paradigm mental states may tempt us to reify truth-conditions into self-standing
objects, propositions or contents. These propositions, introduced as objects of beliefs, are too fine-
grained to be plausibly taken to be the objects of the other ‘propositional’ attitudes.

• Neglecting othermental states than beliefs, wemisconstrue the phenomenal, normative and affective
properties of the latter: they come to be seen as phenomenally, normatively and affectively inert, and
we end up with a meagre and lifeless conception of our desire for, and love of, truth.

• Focussing too much on belief, we make it hard to understand how belief connects to other mental
states. Especially mental states that are entanglements of belief with other states fall out of the
picture.

It has sometimes been held that there are no negative judgments at all.

If there are negative judgments, are they just judgements of negative contents?

In asking a yes-or-no question we are wavering between opposite sentences. […] This opposi-
tion or conflict is to be understood in such a way that we ipso facto reject one limb as false when
we accept the other as true, and conversely. The rejection of the one and the acceptance of
the other are one and the same. (Frege – )

What about conjunctive, disjunctive, universal and existential judgments?

Detachment: the act of releasing from a supposition. Two kinds:

• Factual detachment
– It ought to be, if p, that q.
– p.
– So, it ought to be that q.

• Deontic Detachment
– It ought to be, if p, that q.
– It ought to be that p.
– It ought to be that q.

With the wide scope reading of the deontic conditional (O(p → q)), we have deontic, but no factual de-
tachment. With the narrow scope reading (p → Oq), we have factual, but not deontic detachment.

Chisholm’s contrary-to-duty paradox: aims to show that we must choose either the wide or the narrow
scope reading:

• It ought to be that Jones goes to assist his neighbours. ⇝ Og
• It ought to be that if Jones goes, then he tells them he is coming. ⇝ O(g → t)
• If Jones doesn’t go, then he ought not to tell them he is coming. ⇝ ¬g → O¬t
• Jones doesn’t go. ⇝ ¬g

Problem: even though they seem perfectly consistent, we get a conflict of obligations: from ( ) and ( ) we
get that he ought to tell his neighbours by deontic detachment; from ( ) and ( ) we get that he ought not
to tell his neighbours by factual detachment.

. This, it seems to me, is a way to interpret F.H. Bradley who writes: “Every negation must have a ground, and this ground is
positive. It is that quality x in the subject which is incompatible with the suggested idea. A is not B because A is such that, if it were
B, it would cease to be itself. Its quality would be altered if it accepted B; and it is by virtue of this quality, which B would destroy,
that A maintains itself and rejects the suggestion.” Bradley ( : ).



Version in preposcription semantics:

• !g
• !(g → t)
• ¬g →!¬t
• ¬g

We get !t∧!¬t, which is !(t ∧¬t).

Upshot: either we don’t have imperative conditionals (ie factual detachment) or we don’t have a normal
modal logic for preposcriptions.

“Attack or climb!” is syntactically ambiguous between !(p∨q) and !p∨!q. This can be seen by comparing
it with “Pick one”.

Compliance is different from acceptance of imperatives:

. for compliance, !(p∨q) is equivalent for !p∨!q.

. but for acceptance, !(p∨q) does not imply !p∨!q (take q to be ¬p).

. even stronger argument: if !(p∨q) implies !p∨!q, then it also implies !(!p∨!q.

. with existential commands (do something, just anything, to solve this problem!): !∃xFx does not
imply !Fa∨!Fb∨!Fc.
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